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Accreditation 
Information 
A."l ACCREDITATION TEAM of 
Arizona, Maryland, Michigan, New 
Jersey, and New Mexico educators will 
visit new Governors State University 
December 16-18. 
Governors State University applied 
for and achieved in July, 1970, 
correspondent status with the North 
Central Accrediting association, the 
first step in the process leading to full 
accreditation. 
The North Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools has 
accepted a self-study of the university, 
and following the accreditation visit 
there wiD be final recommendation 
regarding accreditation to be acted 
upon at the association's annual 
meeting in the spring of 1975. 
The Governors State University self-
study was submitted in May, 1974. It 
bad achieved "recognized candidate" 
status in March, 1973, which since has 
been changed to simply "candidate." 
An examining team representing 
Michigan, Missouri , New York , 
Oklahoma, and Wisconsin universities 
recommended the pre-accreditation 
category recognized by the 
Commission on Institutions of Higher 
Education of the North Cectral · 
Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools. 
The chairman of this month's 
accreditation team. Dr. McCarty of the 
University of Wisconsin, has been dean 
of the School of Education since 1966. 
He was graduated cum laude from 
Columbia University. received an M.A. 
with a major in teaching of social 
sciences from Teachers College at 
Columbia University, and was granted 
a Ph.D. with a thesis on "Motives for 
Seeking School Board Membership'' by 
University of Chicago. 
The accreditation team: 
Dr. Donald J. McCarty, dean, School 
of Education. University of Wisconsin. 
1\ladison. chairman. 
Student 
Dialogue 
STUDENTS AND OTHERS in the 
GSU community will again have a free 
wheeling opportunity to share concerns 
and seek information as student leaders 
and the President engage in a 
"Dialogue" in the Commons on 
Tuesday, December 17, between 12:00 
noon to 1 :00 p.m. 
Contin-ue top of page 3 
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The chalrlrtQn of this month's 
team, Dr. McCarf'/7 University of 
WlaconMn. 
Dr. Morris T. Keeton, provost and 
vice president, Antioch College, 
Columbia, Md. 
Dr. Robert H. Maier, vice chancellor, 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
Dr. Arlene Metha , assistan t 
professor, Department of Secondary 
Education, Arizona State University, 
Tempe. 
Dr. Glenn A. Niemeyer , vice 
president of the colleges, Grand Valley 
State Colleges, Allendale, Mich. 
Dr . Grace Olizarez, director, 
Institute for Social Research and 
Development, University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque. 
Dl' . James H. Rosser , vice 
chancellor, State Board of Higher 
Education. Trenton, N.J. 
The Dlinois "State Scholarship 
Commission has announced Changes 
that directly affect students who want 
to continue their post-secondary 
education. The following legislative and 
administrative changes are now in 
effect in lhe major financial aid 
programs of the Illinois State 
Scholarship Commission: 
Monetary Award Program 
1. illinois undergraduate students 
enrolled in at lea::;t six credit flours of 
college work in any semester or 
quarter, at any ISSC-approved 
institution, are eligible to receive 
assistance through the Monetary 
Award Program if they qualify on the 
basis of need. All applicants who apply 
for the 1974-75 Monetary Award 
Program and a.·e granted assistance, 
will be notified of both their full-and 
part-time eligibility at the college of 
their choice. 
2. The maximum Monetary Award 
for which a student may qualify has 
been increased from $1300 to $1350. This 
amount is applicable only towa.rd 
tuition and mandatory fees at the 180 
approved Dlinois colleges, universities, 
and hospital schools of nursing. 
Students must still apply for other 
sources of assistance at the institution, 
and through other state and federal 
programs for help in paying for room 
and board , books and supplies, 
transportation, etc. 
3. Monetary Awards will be made 
available to eligible students for up to 
five years of undergraduate study, or 
until such time as the student receives a 
Bachelor's degree or an equivalent 
amount of college credit. Previous-
ly students could use the 
award for only four years. This 
extension of entitlement cannot be 
appHed retroactively to students who 
have already received a Bachelor's 
degree. The new entitlement limitation 
will be equitably adjusted to 
accommodate the half-time student. 
4. The final application deadline for 
the 1975-76 Monetary Award Program 
is Oct. 1, 1975. 
NOTE: The first three changes listed 
above apply to all programs of grant 
assistance. including the regular 
Monetary Award Program, the 
Bilingual Scholarship-Grant Program, 
scholarships for survivors-dependents 
of policemen llnd firemen killed in the 
line of duty. and scholarships for 
survivors-dependents of POW-MlA 
veterans. ,for jnformation and 
-applications for any of these programs, 
contact the Deerfield office of the 
illinois State Scholarship Commission. 
Illinois Guaranteed 
Local Program 
1. Students enrolled half-time (as 
defined by the institution) are now 
elibible to participate in the illinois 
Guaranteed Loan P rogram. The 
minimum amount the student can 
borrow is $150. The maximum annual 
loan will vary depending upon the 
student's class level, and whether he is 
attending on a full or half-time basis, as 
follows: 
Full-time Maximum: first academic 
year, $1,000; second academic year, 
$1,500; each academic year thereafter, 
$2,500. 
Half-time Maximum: first academic 
year, $500; second academic year, 
$750; and each academic year 
thereafter , $1,250. 
2. Previously only Dlinois residents 
enrolled in approved coiieges, 
universities , and vocational-trade 
schools anywhere in the United States 
were eligible to participate in this 
program. The guidelines have now been 
revised to permit non-residents of this 
state who are attending Illinois 
institutions to also qualify for 
participation in this loan program. 
3. Borrowers do not have to begin · 
repaying the principal of a guarantee<' 
loan until nine months after th"!y 
conclude their post-secondary studies, 
but interest begins to acen•e 
immediately after a loan has been 
negotiate4, and must be paid on behalf 
Contln..cl on page 3 
And they're oH and f Unning •• 
The efforts of the HOLIDAY FESTIVITIES GROUP 
should be justly applauded and commended and all of 
GSU's clubs and groups should try and attend. This 
holiday affair is en tended to bring together in harmony 
and peace all who shall attend. No one need not come. 
It is sometimes very difficult to communicate with 
peers and professionals in the everyday affair of the 
roles we are forced to play. Yet !.his could be seen as a 
time to shed our respective roles and adorn that image 
of gatety and frivolity. It is seldom that as a group 
people here really get together and party. This is a 
good time to show off some of that interdisciplinary 
stuff we are taught. There is no better time or place to 
do it. We certainly do make honest attempts during non 
holiday periods. But sometimes in the rush and hurry 
we lend to forget to be tolarant and patient. 
The holiday season is the time of forgetting and 
forgiving: of giving good vibrations and receiving 
same. It should also be a time of planning for the new 
year's mysteries that will come from the new people 
we no doubt will meet. 
Tbe group planning this affair would like to have a 
really big turnout at thts blast. A whole lot of energy 
and planning has gone into making this affair a success. 
All that is ;:eqwred to make it a gas is community 
participation; this means you. All of you. 
We of the INNOVATOR would like to say have the 
very best of holiday joys and try to attend the year end 
blast. It promises to be a real enjoyable evening of 
' 
g~bi:atiolil& See~w·u there. 
GSJ ACHIVc:S 
' 
• 
• 
• 
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INNOVATOR staff 
Robert A. Blue 
Anthony C. Wardynski 
Contributors 
lloyd DeGrone 
Emmanuel Gabriel 
Tom Mandel 
Edi tor in chief 
. Managing editor 
The opinions, analysis and letters • to the 
editors ap~aring within these pages do not reflect nor 
represent the official policy of the INNOVATOR 
publications. The editor or his agents will retain final 
prerogative of editorial inclusion and/or exclusion. 
The views expressed are those of that person and/or 
group which any and all rebuttal should he addressed. 
Editorials_ 
Credo: To boldly go where no other newspaper has gone before 
In pursuit of honesty. fairness and t ruth In a ll that we publish. 
Peoples Podium 
Bookstore 
Blue Notes 
IJy Robert Blue 
THE NEW BLACK POLITICS 
Continued from last issue 
Just like the night before, the morning sun only' 
brought the oppressor's wagon to take us to the fields to 
do that which he has said we are most qualified to do, 
pick the cotton' and de-weed the corn. It is true for be 
taught us little more. So was the lot of the stolen people 
from another time and another place. 
The slave trade did more than make it possible for 
the oppre5S()r to build a new wocld, for in helping to 
build this world the slaves had to destroy the concepts 
----------------------------
of their own world. It is this thought that made it 
possible for the oppressor to enforce his will on the 
slaves. And from the time that began with the first 
captured black body to the present day, the slave still ~ 
does not know who he really is or how it came to be that '1lf 
his kind was captured while the oppressor remained 
Friday, November 29th, Park Forest and Steger 
police shot and killed an unarmed 16 year old boy, 
Larry Gabriel, who was burglarizing the Park Forest 
Medical Center. 
I am in no way condoning burglary but I would like to 
ask if it was worth kiUing the boy over? Is private 
p~r~ so sicred·that 'the police can kill unarmed 16 
·r~year oldS 1To defend ~ ~Ttie newspapers reported 
- .:mulfipre guilshol wounds including the use of a 
shotgun. Was it so important that the lad not get high 
that the police were justified in killing him? And what 
kind of dope could he have gotten from the medical 
center? Heroin? No. Amphetamines and barbituates; 
libriums, valiums, drugs taken under prescription by 
the majority of the population and found in most 
medicine chests. MY grandmother, for crying out loud, 
has a prescription for librium. Was it worth killing him 
to keep them out of his hands? 
It was a stupid, mistaken, immature idea, but not 
one worth dying over. How much time in jail would the 
boy have gotten if he had been caught? 
This appears to be an incident (another) of police 
'"' ~ver·reaction~ too triggefb~ppy; too much TV, James 
,:>:!li(in<(' Malen'Mon. We have to consider the role of the 
:1r l>oJice irf;\ur · community' and arrange priorities. 
Human valUes first, or private property? 
If the police couldn't stop the boy or catch him-and 
he wasn't fleeing the scene of a rape or 
murder-should they have shot him? The police had no 
reason to suspect that the boy was armed, and in our 
legal tradition one is innocent until proven otherwise. 
The people I have talked to in the community are 
upset and angered. Rightfully so. The father of the 
slain boy has begun legal procedures against the police 
officers involved. I suggest that we, the public, give 
him our support. This could have been, or may be in the 
future. your younger brother, nephew, or son. The 
oificers involved' should be fired if nothing else. This 
kind of conduct by the police has no place in our 
community. I protest. 
To the Editor ... 
I found the article on dental hygiene service printed 
in the INNOVATOR relative to my situation-and it 
caused me to inquire at the GSU dental service 
concerning the free dental exams. 
Keep spreading the word concerning Cree services in 
our community. 
Ed. note: write on. T.K. Morey 
_TO ARTIST INVOLVED .... 
As a student, an artist, and an optimist, I would like 
to express my disappointment in this university's 
seeming acceptance of a plan of environmental and 
interior decoration which has considered only the work 
of well known ar tists, and seems to be rushing ahead in 
a fashion which implies our obligation to present the 
world with a completed concept immediately. 
This place is not someone's living room, you 
know-it belongs to all of us. We are in process and so 
must this university be. It is obvious to me that as 
members of the G.S.U. Family we must be part of the 
process of beautifying this place in every way possible. 
I am concerned about the amount of money being 
used to purchase four sculptures from major artists for 
prominant display at this university, and the absence 
of involvement this process reflects towards struggling 
artists who patronize and are me~bers of this-
Continued on page 3 
, s Problems 
Are you tired of being ripped off by the creative, 
humane, innovative book store at GSU? Then join the 
growing group of dissatisfied studen~ who are forming 
a cooperative Book Store. 
This group plans to form a non-profit corporation, set 
up through the state, chartered to develop a service 
that will be responsive to students. Books will be 
purchased directly from the publishers at a 20% 
discount. They will be sold to students at a 10% 
discount, with the other 10% being used for overhead 
for the store. One publisher bas already been contacted 
and promises delivery in 4 days. 
·The store may be run either of two ways: with no 
membership "and everyone able to buy books and any 
money left over at the end of the year going into a 
student travel fund; or, establishing a membership by 
charging a fee such as $1.00 and allowing only 
members to buy books, with leftover money being 
divided among the members. 
Individual faculty members will have to decide 
whether to order books for their classes through the 
GSU store or through the Co-op. So far many faculty 
members have expressed high enthusiasm for the 
project. 
A lot of personpower is required to make a Co-op a 
reality. One of the first problems to be solved is to find 
available space. The store will have to be located off 
campus for legal reasons. People will be needed to 
contact professors, do the accounting, clerk in the 
store, handle advertising, find the space, etc. If enough 
people get involved, th~ store can be open for the Jan-
Feb session. Everyone wanting to help should contact 
Phyllis Gordon in the HRS area of HLD. 
Duell 
Pierre DeVise, a "noCed authority of Planning 
affairs," employed the traditional stereotypes which 
citv planners often use to disguise critical issues when 
he gave a lecture to the GSU students November 4 at 
the CCC lecture ball. 
Among other things, DeVise discussed rezoning, 
crime and urban renewal. He also spoke on the 
~deteriorating quality of education in the inner city 
public schools. DeVise talked at length on racial 
housing patterns and the migration of whites to the 
suburbs whenever touchy questions such as the quality 
of the urban environment came into focus. His 
contention that Chicago would die if a black mayor 
were elected particularly angered me because I refuse 
to believe that the election of any man to public office, 
black or white, would spell the "end of Chicago." 
Labels such as "race" bide the real issues under a 
smokescreen of stereotypes and ambiguities which 
hide the real problems of unemployment, crime in the 
streets, the decline of the urban core, corruption in 
public office and a multitude of other problems. 
It is time to can the labels and stereotypes and start 
to recognize the real problems, because a problem 
can't be solved until it is recognized and understood by 
all. No " race" is exempt from the tensions of living 
elbow-to-elbow or the noise and static of crowded 
streets. We all breathe the same poisoned air and eat 
the same poisoned food and drink the same poisoned 
water. 
The sooner government bureaucrats and corporate 
tycoons and public planners who construct policies 
which affect the lives of millions of people realize this, 
the better for everyone. 
A WHITE NIGGER 
free . 
What does it mean to live in peace? For the slave 
there was never peace. For so long as the oppressor's 
wishes were the slaves hopes, the slave carried out the 
commands of the oppre5S()r for he had to live in peace. 
What does it really mean when to a slave peace 
happened only after the sun went down. 
The problem in the black community when it comes 
to whom to support and whom not to support, is in 
itself the problem the community faces and will 
continue to face so long as the current accepted leaders 
fail to get the community's approval of programs they 
wish to see implemented. 
Failure on the part of these leaders to lay a solid 
foundation on which the community can eventually 
build political power no doubt will leave the problem to 
future generations of black folks. 
What then is the first correct thing for these leaders 
to do if they really want a unified political communit~? 
Recognize that there is a problem. From thls prenuse 
all sorts of goodies can flow. 
Such as, what is the nature of powerlessness? Is 
it innate in the black community always to be 
reactionary, that means to only react to power rather 
than actually creating it? There is a multiplicity of 
facts that politicians should have at their immediate 
command but the history of the black mans politics 
show the major obstacle to be lack of understanding of 
correct procedures in dealing with this question. 
Todays black leaders should discourage petty tribal 
differences among community folks . They should 
construct programs designed to inform the 
community. At no time should they attack other black 
leaders. This only demonstrates confusion to the 
masses and suggests to the masses that the leaders are 
not unified. The coming together of all the leaders 
should take place at least quarterly but most surely 
more often than annually. The black community at this 
time in history is badly in need of a strong social 
image. But at the same time this image should be built 
on the strength of the political power to materialize 
these images thereby making them political facts as 
opposed to political promises. 
The role of the black community politician differs 
from the other community politicians only by this fact. 
Where other politicians have already established some 
form of control over funds, methods, and means; the 
black community politician faces the unique question 
of what to do with this power once it has been acqired. 
This, by the way, is the question which must be 
answered if power is to be used and kept by black 
politicians. 
Let's assume for a moment that the black community 
is in fact unified. One political reality in order for any 
party to fulfill campaign pro~ises it must have the 
industrial sector as well as the commercial sectors of 
the state in agreement with its programs. It must have 
the business or private sector in accordance as well. 
With these agencies cooperating, the black community 
could begin to plot a course to end some of its most 
pressing problems. This means that basic needs such 
as clothes and shelter could be met. 
Were our numbers so small and ill-advised that we 
traded longevity for personal substance? 
We must not conform to stagnant standards. 
I can understand how it might be more efficient to 
but 1 feel there is no worse handicap. 
• 
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A 111odern day fairy tale • 
! Beauty meets the beast 
Anthony C. Wardynski 
G~U is a bastion of 17th century European arrogance 
and superstition. The peasants toil under the watchful 
eye of a dozen or so traditionalist moguls who bespeak 
enlightenment while practicing despotism, though 
the two are not irreconcilable. 
Enclosed in a fortress reminiscent of a feudal manor 
we lowly students and facuity are the pawns in your 
chess game. Among those pawns are a handful of 
scribes who see through your lies and empty promises. 
And you are well aware or us from your decadent 
vantage point. 
We look up at you angrily through glistening eyes 
and scram: "We have no door to protect our valuables 
from wandering rogues and the like who appropriate 
our possessions". 
And you benevolently smile down upon us Marie 
Antionetishly and say: "But we are doing what we can 
do. Work orders have been penned and await 
execution". And our patience with your verbal 
subterfuge grows thin as we observe almost daily 
acquisitions while you wallow in your quagmire of 
bureaucracy. 
Perhaps you fear we threaten your empire building 
because we see through the shallowness of it. Your 
empire will crumble without us. We are am.used at the 
way in which you scamper about like so many mindless 
vermin as accreditation looms on the horizon. Sell your 
souls, if you wish, to accomplish that end Our minds 
are too precious to be plundered by your machinations. 
You quiver althese words. We are beyond the point 
of appeasing you. We quiver at tbe barbaric pig sty 
thafis the cafeteria. That is your responsibility, not 
Ric's. And the shame hangs upon your head. We heap it 
there, as we do the blame- for exorbitant prices. That 
too is something Ric has no control over, though people 
vamp on him about them. You contracted with the 
company that serves GSU. We wonder about what you 
contracted. 
Ric does an admirable job of providing a variety of 
tasteful, well-prepared and nutritious foods. We eat 
them in an area that could probably not pass mm;mal 
health department standards in Chicago. 
We wonder what you hired a janitorial service for. 
But then we smile and recognize that as one of yo.ur 
pacific mind games. You really don't play them too 
well, you know. 
But you are not satisfied with mental manipulations. 
You decide that our belts need further tightening. 
" More taxes will solve everything", goes the 
Temptations song, So you levy a parking fee upon us, 
despite the fact that parking space is fast becoming a 
rare commodity. 
So what are we to do? Enlist the aid of self-
proclaimed rooks, for that's what scribes are. Rooks 
have :.omewhat more mobility than pawns and can 
swoop down upon unwary knights, bishops and royalty. 
If our words frighten you, remember tba_ they are 
only words; only verbal darts which we toss at you in a 
jesterly manner. The Innovator is only the spearhead 
for those darts. Our combined llctions. those of the 
rooks and the pawns, will provide the shaft for those 
spearheads which will make of them lances. Lances 
are wielded by knights. For if we take action then we 
are self-proclaimed knights, doing battle for our own 
cause. 
And as the revolt spreads there is dissension in the 
ranks, which will result ultimately in a palace 
revolution. The havoc which that will be wreaked will 
have been brought about by your own ineptitude. 
We came to GSU to build and t9 plant, not to tear 
down and uproot. 
We also came to learn, to do and to make: Not to be 
told that we can't learn or bow not to do or what not to 
make. 
We didn't come het:e to build a wall. You built the 
wall Push us up against itilnd we'll Pe forced to pull it 
down on top of you. Better we take down that wall 
together. 
We need each other, but not as exploiter and 
exploitee. We need to listen to each other; to trust each 
other. We need for there not to be any pawns, rooks, 
knights, bishops and royalty. We are people, not 
pieces. We are participants, not players of games. 
And working together under that assumption we 
define a process that is a stage in a progression toward 
something beautiful. J ust the thought of that makes me 
smile, and that makes writing all of this worthwhile. 
Because maybe someone else will smile and feel good 
that I have penned the thoughts they were thinking. 
Coming out of the bag • 
A sacking by SSAC 
It all started when this dude decided to start a 
newspaper- with the idea that a major university 
needed one. Not just any kind of newspaper but one 
that truly spoke to and for the student. 
On the face value of this~ssertion, one is prompted to 
think-what a good idea. At that time the pressures 
generated by the new university were not sufficiently 
strong enough to warrant excessive scrutiny of the 
staff or editors. Alas-as time will have its due, a 
change began to creep over the high hopes and dreams 
which motivated the editor. · 
The university began to expand, and with this 
expansion came the need to reach higher levels of 
efficiency. The money-people controlling the purse-
strings to1he developing newspaper also began to flex 
their muscles. The concept of a student newspaper 
controlled by students began to give way to the need to 
bring the INNOV A.TOR into line ·with the requirements 
of the budding bureaucracy. While this was going on, 
the editor was screaming that a student newspaper 
should not be considered just as another club, but as a 
vital element in the university experience for 
everyone, students, faculty and staff alike. Somehow 
these thoughts escaped the comprehension of many of 
the members of the SSAC committee. Some said it was 
more important-to save the students' money than to 
produce a newspaper and that the future of the 
INNOVATOR was not a major concern. Such 
insensitivity to the role played by a free press in every 
society is bard to believe! 
Now, a year and a half later, Governors Slate has 
moved its permanent campus. rt is readying itself to 
receive the prize of accreditation and take its place 
among the major universities, and we find the 
INNOVATOR stili struggling to survive. Despite lack 
of cooperation, operating funds and a sense of 
commitment from the committee, the INNOVATOR 
will survive. It will survive. in spite of the fact that 
every detail or its operation is overseen by a group of 
people who have no real grasp of the problems or 
~ ... ""."'"'.,~ inherent in producing a newspaper. It is 
incredible that a handful of students can determine 
how many staff members are needed or how much 
time and money must be invested to produce a single 
issue of the paper. 
Why is this so? One of the reasons is obvious. The 
committee is made up of students, and no one is as 
hard on other students as students themselves. 
Another, not so obvious, reason is this. Censorship 
comes in many guises, and students, like others, can be 
on power trips too. Because the Com.miltee is the only 
source of funding for the INNOVATOR, if there is to be 
another issue, whatever the Committee says we must 
do, we must do. 
This attempt to corral the INNOVATOR is like the 
infamous Watergate scandal. There too, a small group 
of "dedicated" individuals took the law into their own 
hands. They indeed spoke for the people, but not for the 
majority of them. First they attempted to control the 
free press. They foUowed this assault with a shot at the 
Justice Department, which was itself involved in the 
caper. On another level, individuals seeking and 
demanding clarification of our national outlook were 
attacked as subversive and un-American. 
The free press continued to hammer away at the 
many ambiguities in the accounts of what happened at 
the Watergate hotel complex until the dam finally 
broke. What was left was renewed confidence in the 
idea of a free press. A free and responsbile press 
means just what it says, no more; no less. For such a 
press to operate effectively, it must have no prior 
regulations nor restrictions imposed or implied by big 
government or little government such as the SSAC. 
The feelings of this journalist are that the SSAC 
Committee is bordering on the same .tenuous guidelines 
in considering the budget proposal submitted by the 
INNOVATOR staff as did those merry men who 
surrounded the former president. Production of a free 
newspaper of superior quality ought to occupy a high 
spot on lbis university"s list of priorities. The 
INNOVATOR should not have to scrabble for funds like 
an unwanted stepchild. 
.It· 
Continue on page 1 
Dialog on the role 
of a University 
Page3 
• 
The "Dialogue" meetings were 
begun shortly after the University 
opened for classes at its temporary 
mini-campus in the fall or 1971. They 
are held now about once each session 
and run the gamut of concerns. 
Typically, questions anse about the 
progress of construction Ill Phase I (its 
dedication is now scheduled for April 
20) , accreditation (an accredibon site 
visit will be in progress at the tJme of 
the "Dialogue.), transportation, and 
university programs and policies. 
Invited to participate with either 
comments of their own or questions for 
the president are student 
representatives to the University 
Assembly, the student assistant dean 
from each college, members of the 
Student Services Advisory Committee, 
and editors of the Innovator. However 
questions and comments are taken A 
from anyone in attendance by Mel ,. 
Muchnik, Director of Communications, 
who has been moderating the 
discussions. 
Attendance at the "Dialogue" bas 
varied between 10 and 100. Last 
session's "Dialogue" attracted a non-
metric 60 people with one complaint 
being that the meetings were not long 
enough. Most students attending have 
found the "Dialogues" informative and 
have asked that they be continued on a 
once-a-session basis. 
ARTIST INVOLVED .... 
university and everything it stands for. I mean no 
disrespect towards lh:~ -art~ or to\Yards _their 
work. My issue concerns my ~QDfJWliP.n Bfr9-S .. U.- nol 
as a museum or gallery but rather. .as _a patron~d 
facilitator for those artists in process, not just solely 
for artist who have "made it". If persons within this 
university see these four major artists as outstanding, 
and their form of design as particularly harmonious to 
the structural and environmental feeling of G.S.U. as 
to warrant their involvement in this university, then 
perhaps we mighUnvite these artists to be consultants 
for some major pieces which could be created 
cooperatively by a variety of excellent but unknown 
student and non-student artists. 
As a metal sculptor myself, I am aware that the 
major factor restraining me from production of 
monumental sculpture is ~e e~pense of equipment and 
materials necessary. for ~c~ wo~lf: S~X·;~ ~ ,not 
alone in~ plight. I~·e~~t~s ·~t~&,~y., M:a-~ect 4 opportumty for G.S.U.~ ~o , partlcJ~'e Jff.,., the encouragement and patromzation o'r excellent but 
unknown and financially restricted artists. 
During January or February Lintend to coordinate 
an art show of lesser known artists deserving of 
recognition and encouragement. It is my hope that this 
will be only the f~rst in a series of such sharing events. 
As a result of such exposure to what is available or 
more appropriately to what could be made available, 
perhaps the entire G.S.U. Family might discover some 
artists worth encouraging with some real down to 
earth encouragement, such tools, studio space, 
guidance. and commission. 
1 see art as life itself. Surely we could be doing more 
than just buying and looking at beautiful art. We could 
be producing it, and doing so in a manner providing 
more meaning and significance for more people. Such 
a plan would be more compatible with the concept of 
university and the meaning of innovative. 
Barbara Trent 
Continued from page 1 
of the borrower during the school years. 
For those students who qualify, the 
government will pay the interest until 
the student is required to assume 
repayment of principal. New federal 
guidelines define who is eligible for this 
kind of "interest subsidy" in the 
following ways: 
a) if the adjusted family income is 
less than $15,000, and the loan request 
does not exceed $2,000, the borrower is 
automatically eligible to have his 
interest paid. 
b> if the adjusted family income is 
less than $15,000, and the total loan 
request for the academic year does 
~xceed S2,000, the borrower must show 
need according to federal guidelines. 
c) if the adjusted family income is 
_equal to or greater than $15,000, the 
borrower must show financial need 
according to federal guidelines . 
-· " ... ' 
• 
• 
_t'age4 
So it's snowing and you wonder 
if GSU will be open for classes 
despite all odds. Radio stations to 
tune for advisories on GSU 
during blizzards and other 
miserable days include: 
Chicago Heights WCG0(1600) 
Chicago WGN(720) WVON (1450) 
Joliet WJOL, WJRC 
Kankakee WKAN 
Hammond WJOB 
If we told you 
the whole story, 
we wouldn't 
be around 
much longer 
THE INNOVATOR IS NOT ALONE 
in its problems of funding and 
independence at GSU. A recent release 
from the I.P. says: 
The Status of the campus press at 
colleges and universities throughout 
the nation continues to plague college 
editors and administrators, according 
to a study recently completed by the 
Independent Media Research Project 
(IMRP> at the University of Alabama. 
"College administrators are still 
~~\uc~~\.l9- s~io~ly consider true 
mdependenc~ (or theJr campus student 
n-ewspapers," pioject director Boyd 
Campbell said. 
IMRP conducted a survey of 500 
colleges and university administrators 
and campus student editors during the 
1973-74 academic year. The percentage 
of return for editors was 41.2 per cent· 
administrators, 68 per cent; and, at 
least one survey response was received 
from 82.4 per cent of the campus 
student newspapers selected for the 
survey. 
"Three campuses out of the 500 we 
~e~-~ ipdi,cated that they had an ~~~LJ!~orwrati6ri · established f8f~:?hf!P,Jp~ ~~~J lK~"c~pu$ student newspa~. tk the .l campus student 
newspapers which do operate under a 
student-controlled corporate structure 
our study shows that only 3.57 per cent 
are set up to make a profit. 1bis strikes 
at the heart of the problem of 
independence for the campus press," 
Campbell said. 
Surv~y CO!Sts for the anw were 
offset with funds from a Student 
Goverpment Association academic 
grant aJ?d ~ the University Board of 
Publications. 
"We ... h_ope that the statistical 
offerings of this report will cause 
serious consideration among 
academicians of the true status of the 
campus press and will reduce the 
amount of pontification on this 
subject," Campbell said. "There 
appears to be a great deal of loose and 
unsubstantiated information on the 
campus press floating about." he said 
fnnovatar 
Cencorship relates to good omen 
< CPS)- Fifty third world students 
prevented the showing of the film Birth 
of a Nation at Harvard University 
recently because of the film 's 
treatment of blacks and its glorification 
of the Ku Klux Klan. 
" brutal repression QLthe third world 
peoples." After athirty minute 
confrontation, the sponsors of the film 
gave in and announced it would not be 
shown. 
The 1915 film, wjjch portrays the 
main black character as a petty, 
lec.herous tyrant who terrorizes a white 
woman, ends with the Ku Klux Klan 
galloping in heroically to save the 
woman from almost certain rape by the 
black. The film has also been hailed as 
a landmark in filmmaking: it was the 
first to use moving cameras, night 
filming and a musical score. 
The students arrived prior to the 
beginning of the film and distributed a 
leaflet critical of Harvard, which cited 
the film as an example of Harvard's 
A~cording to Alan Bozer, co-
chan-person of the sponsoring group " I 
had no idea until Saturday night tbat 
there would be an adverse reaction. 
Birth ol a Nation is kind of a classic." 
Discovery of a new drug 
Consciousness raising groups 
What do you do when your rap group is "all talked 
out?" How important is the commitment of the 
individual to the group? What about special-interest 
consciousness raising groups? These were among the 
questions asked ?Y thirty women Saturday morning, 
December 7, dunng a meeting of the South Suburban 
Women's Liberation Coalition held in the Ringering · 
Room of the Park Forest Public Library. 
Spearheading the discussion was a panel composed 
of Sara Bornstein from the Chicago Women's 
Liberation Union, Darlene Manna of the Women's 
Institute in Chicago, and Shirley Katz of the local 
organization. 
Bornstein, long active as a participant in 
consciousness raising groups both here and in the East 
and now involved in a rap-group workshop sponsored 
by the Chicago Women's Liberation Union, remarked 
that rap groups often dissolve prematurely because 
w?men either enter a group with over-high hopes or 
With no clear expectations at alL She pointed out that 
no woman can expect a rap group to solve the kinds of 
deeJ)-:seated personality problems which require 
professional treatment. However, rap groups are 
valuable because they help women recognize that 
some of the frustrations encountered in daily life are 
caused by the oppressive and sexist system under 
which we live. It really helps, said Ms. Bornstein, "to 
realize that you aren't crazy; that other women have 
experienced the same things." What women can and 
should expect from consciousness raising is a "free 
space," a place where one can relate and evaluate 
one's experience as a woman in this society in an 
atmosphere of trust and freedom where no judgments 
are passed. 
Because the structures imposed on women in 
present-day society are so often oppressive to women 
rap group members sometimes react against the i~ 
of any structure at all , said Bornstein. As a result 
groups sometimes fail to get off the ground becaus~ 
they do not establish clear objectives. Non-
authoritarian structures can be used by rap groups to 
provide direction, and these structures need not be 
oppressive. A common method, she continued, is for a 
group to agree on a general topic for discussion, such 
as parents, beauty or sex, to which each member in 
turn may address herself freely in terms of her own 
experience without interruption or judgmental 
comment from others. 
Darlene Manna spoke of her experiences With groups 
across the country and in Canada. She stressed the 
need for absolute openness, candor and honesty in rap 
groups. In Manna's view, rap groups help women to 
show each other the diversity of choices which are open 
to them. Diversity of background and viewpoint is 
valued in successful rap groups, she said, because I 
women need to constantly remind themselves and each· 
other of the vital need for unity among sisters. Women 
need to learn from each other that they are all equally 
oppressed by the society, regardless of differences in 
lifestyle or socioeconomic background. 
All panelists agreed that a sense of commitment by 
rap group members is crucial to the success of any 
group. It takes time to build up a spirit of trust and 
confidence. This intimacy cannot be achieved unless 
the members of the group care enough to be there at 
every meeting and care enough to ~ve the "work" of 
the group high priority in their lives. 
After an mterval in which the women broke up into 
small groups for discussion, the panel was open for 
questions. Much interest was shown in what happens 
after a year or two when it becomes apparent that the 
rap group's usefulness as a counsciousness raising 
vehicle is completed. Consciousness raising is not seen 
as a direct action but as a process. It was obvious thaf 
many of the women at the meeting were ready to turn 
their skills and energies outward into the society to 
change social and political realities as they affect 
women. Women who have had a positive group 
consciousness raising experience were urged to help 
organize other such groups among women who have 
not been in rap groups and need some help to get 
started. 
Area women interested in forming rap groups were 
encouraged to call Emily Jones of Park Forest . Ms. 
Jones has helped other rap groups in the South suburbs 
to form and can put interested women in touch with 
others who are like-minded. Her number is 748-1818. It 
should be emphasized that rap groups are essentially 
informal, are rather small (about 8 to 10 members is 
average) and rarely assess dues or adhere to iron-
bound rules. The only "requirement", if that's the 
correct word, is an interest in getting together with 
other women to talk about the relationships and 
experiences which women encounter in today's world 
Kathy Marczewski of Richton Park is especially 
interested in forming a group to explore and discuss 
alternate ways of rearing young children. While she 
did not exclude day care, an "alternate way " of 
principal interest to working mothers, she is more 
interested in working with women who are now the 
primary responsbile adult to their young childi-en. 
Marczewski can be reached at 747.(YJ5() for further 
information. 
Interest in further sharing rap group experiences 
ran high. The group decided to meet again to discuss 
these issues and scheduled the next consciousness-
raising conference for Saturday morning, January 11, 
1975, 9 to 12, in the Ringering Room of the Park Forest 
Library. 
Dope Scope I 
(~)-A controversial proposal tentatively passed by the c.i ty council of Madison 
Hetgbts, MI, has been defeated. 
The council was contemplating establishment of an ordinance that would require 
all persons buying cigarette papers to be 18 years of age or older and to sign a city 
log book. 
Don't let the flu get you . The ordinance_ was suggested by Councilman Loren King, who said he got the Idea after w~tchmg some young people "who were obviously high on something" 
buy papers m a store. 
<CPS) -A new flu epidemic has been predicted for this winter. 
A spokesman for the Center for Disease Control {CDC) in Atlanta has urged 
pe.rsons wishing to be vacinated against the latest flu strain to do so in preparation 
for expected outbreaks. 
The new strain, called "type A Port Chalmers influenza" after the New Zealand 
city where it was first identified has been branded·as dangerous for people who are 
particularly susceptable to disease. This would include the elderly or those already 
suffering from other medical conditions, such as respiratory problems. 
Dr. Lawrence Corey, who heads the lnfluenza Surveillance Section of CDC, said 
that so far there have been scattered cases of the new flu only in southwestern 
states, but that as the winter months pass. the disease should spread. 
The virus is related to the notorious London flu virus of two years ago. Symptoms 
can include fever, coughing, vomiting, and geiN '1 debilitation and may last a 
week or more. There are currently widely available stocks of vaccine for "London 
nu." which Corey has estimated will be 70 to 80% effective against its Port 
Chalmers cousin. 
Corey also pointed out th<.t the vaccine takes approximately three weeks to 
become effective. 
"I was pretty sur~ th~y hadn't bought them to roll tobacco," King declared. 
After a first reading m early October, the bill was passed by the council4-3. In 
order to become an ordinance the bil1 had to be passed a second time. 
Y ~t a stro~ protest against the proposal was made by the unlikely source of the 
Madison Heights Chamber of Commerce when the bill came up for a fmal reading 
The Chamber members felt that the new law would encourage people to simp); 
buy papers s~mewhere other than in Madison Heights, since the city log books 
would be available to the police. The Chamber, however was not opposed to the 
ordinance on civil liberties grounds. ' 
The sec~nd r_eading w_as_post~ned for two weeks, and when it was finally voted 
on, the entire c1tv council, mcluding Councilman King, voted against it. 
According to -~et~r Meyers, a spok~man for the National Organization for the 
Reform of M~]Uana Laws <NORML>; the legality of such an ordinance would 
have been subject to challenge if it had passed. 
. " Other p~aphernalia laws· where possession of drug paraphernalia (such as 
pipes and cigarette papers> have been declared illegal have been struck down on 
the grounds ~at the ~w can't make a presumption of illegal use" of such items 
Meyer explamed. ~&~ndicated that restrictions on purchase of such items might 
be challenged on s1milar grounds. 
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Registration under the green lights 
Tom Mandel 
Governors State University ~ will be held Feb. 8 for the 
hosted a new crowd of students March/ April session. Students 
last week at registration. may register on Jan 2nd, the first 
Registration is a bi-monthly day of instruction, and may drop 
event at which time students or add modules Ior ten days 
register for two consecutive thereafter. 
has highlighted many problems. was made for this registration. 
Recent increases in student Although there were long lines, 
enrollments has put an extra load this reporter didn't experience 
on the old system which had to be any confusion. 
and some had to park on the 
streets. 
Ironically, plans aie being 
made to assess a parking fee at 
GSU, (the actual fee is yet to be 
set,) and install gates and 
computers to collect the money. 
sessions. A ''second" registration Registration at GSU in the past 
revised and improved. The net But new problems have been 
result has been long lines and born. On Thursday of last week, 
confusion. The move into the gym ~ the parking lots were full of cars 
OSUfapreparedto 
Space No: Rules 
1. The responsibility of finding legal 
parking space rests with the vehicle 
operator. Lack of space is generally not 
considered a valid reason for violation 
of regulations. All areas on campus are 
assumed to be "no parking" areas 
#.unless specifically marked to the 
contrary. 
2. University maintenance and 
vendor vehicles must be parked in 
spaces as provided for such vehicles. 
3. Vehicles in violation or any 
provision of the regulations are the 
responsibility of the persons in whose 
names such vehicles are registered and 
these persons will be . held responsible 
for any such violation. In case of state-
owned vehicles, responsibility lies with 
the person to whom the vehicle is 
assigned at the time of the violation. 
4. Parking is prohibited at all times 
on grass plots or tree plots, or any other 
place where park:UJ& would mar the 
landscaping of the campus, create a 
safety hazard or interfere with the use 
of univex:sity facilities. There will be no 
parldog in postal zones, yellow zones, 
fire hydrant zones, at crosswalks or 
sidewalks. 
5. Posted speed limits on university 
streets and city/county streets and 
roads must be observed at all times; 
Learning experiences at GSU 
YES I 
failure to obsifve ·will be a moving 
violation, and the University reserves 
the right to issue citationS under the 
Illinois Vehicle Code for moving 
violations.· 
6. Where parking areas are clearly 
outlined, occupants must observe the 
confines or each space. 
7. Operators of motor vehicles on 
University facilities are expected to 
comply with the " Rules of the Road" as 
outlined in Chapter 11 of the illinois 
Vehicle Code (Chapter 95 U2, illinois 
Statutes 1973), and appropriate 
provisions of these laws; failure to 
observe these laws will be a moving 
violation. 
Cornelius O'Sullivan, member 
of the security force at GSU, and 
also a member of the parking 
committee investigating the 
parking policy, stated. "We have 
a problem here, we just don't 
have the facilities for parking 
during major events!" He asked, 
"How are you going to charge 
money to park in the street! 
We don't know. 
Dr. B.J. Willis spealcs on Blaclc values 
JeonKai-
Dr. Benjamin J . Willis , 
superintendent of Chicago Public 
Schools during the turbulent years 
between 1953 to 1966, expertly fielded 
questions from students in Dr. JoAhn 
Brown's module " Black Values in 
Urban Education ," Thursday , 
December 5, at Governors State. 
In introduct'ng Willis, Dr. Brown 
noted that Barbara Sizemore, now 
superintendent of schools in 
Washington, D.C., whose distinguished 
career in the Chicago public school 
system is legendary, has described Dr. 
Willis as probably the best 
superintendent that both black and 
white citizens could have had during 
that difficult time when the demands of 
blacks and other minority groups were 
just beginning to surface. 
In both his opening remarks and 
interwoyen in his responses to 
Singles made saxlea 
<CPS> -Convictedandfined$50 for the 
crime of committing fornication , 
Charles Saunders, 20, Is cbaUenging the 
1796 New Jersey law that makes it 
illegal for single persona to have sexual 
relations. 
Saunders argued before Judge 
Stanley G. Bedford that the statute was 
unconstitutional because it wu seldom 
enforced, violated his right ol privacy 
and was established in the "prevailing 
questions from the floor, Dr. Willis 
understandably stressed the real 
achievements which took place in 
Chicago during his tenure. He pointed 
out that as early as 1955, he convened 
superintendents from other large city 
school systems into the Great Cities 
Research Council which began working 
on ways in which large metropolitan 
school districts could handle the 
sweeping changes in educational needs 
which were becoming more and more 
urgent. The Great ~ities Research 
Council concentrated on improving 
vocational education, dealing with 
students from culturally-deprived 
areas, funding these new programs and 
preparing teachers to educate 
effectively. Willis believes the findings 
of the Great Cities Council were not 
onh immensely valuable for the 
innovations they developed in urban 
education, but that the Council laid the 
notions ol religious morality ol the 
latter 18th century.'' 
But Bedford rejected the arguments, 
saying that the state has "compelllng 
secular reasons" to enforce the law in 
order to prevent the birth of 
iDegiti.mate children and the spread ol 
~disease. ln addition, Bedford 
ruled, tt is up to the legislature, not the 
courts, to decide whether the state 
sbould keep the law. 
Saunders is appealing the decision. 
Don't kid younell, man-Fairy GOOmothers doo't 
usually handle tbls kiDd of job-but at least you have 
three more sessions to fmish tbese lncompldes! 
groundwork for passage of the 
elementary and secondary aid-to-
education bills enacted by the federal 
government in the mid.ro's . 
Although many of the students 
participating in Dr. Brown's module 
are Chicago public school teachers who 
have been associated with the system 
either as students or teachers during 
Willis' administration, they asked few 
hard questions. There were several 
inquiries from the basically friendly 
audience about "Willis Wagons," the 
mobile home-type portable classrooms 
used in great numbers during the SO's 
and 60's. Dr. Willis upheld his 
authorization of these temporary 
classrooms as the best possbile solution 
for the crowded classrooms of those 
days, especially suice they eliminated 
double-shifts in many schools. Later in 
the meeting, Willis was able to 
demonstrate graphically the tre-
mendous growth in new, permanent 
school building which took plac~ whUe 
he was head of Chicago schools. Willis 
deftly side-stepped another question on 
the "Wagons" which seemed to imply 
that the portable classrooma might also 
bave been employed to "contain" 
certain elements of the popuJation, 
claiming ·that "people live where they 
want to or where they bave to; the 
schools can only educate the cbildren." 
In reply to a question probing into 
possible political influence on public 
school administration in Chicago, Dr. 
Willis related that wbeoever groups of 
citizens would call on MayOI' Daley to 
present grievances, the maycir would 
hear them out and then call Willis to teD 
him that he had given the group Dr. 
Willis' office address and that WUlis 
should expect them to call Dr. Willis 
forthrightly denied that he bad ever 
been subjected to political pressure 
from the mayor's office. 
A question about "teacher 
aceouotability" brought the reply from 
Dr. Willis that in his opinion this issue is 
based at least in part on the fact that 
very large sums of money are now 
invested in educational systems. While 
he firmly s~}ed ~liat ''e::er~J>om'r~~~ 
to be accounta,bte,'~ fie ~llrp}~~J!l~i 
hearts of the teaCherS pfesenfoy t~IJmg_ 
a story about a colleague who thought · 
that parents ought to be held as 
" accountable" for the educational 
development of children as teachers. 
Dr. Wiliis was al;;"'iske(f about the 
current trend toward decentralization 
in large school systems in order to 
make school administrations more 
responsive to the needs of pupils, 
parents and classroom teachers. He 
pointed out that he had .instituted 
decentralizing felltures tnto the 
Chicago schools early !.1! ~h~~~ 
administratj~l,l~-~~'!~1~\·~ mf.~MP.t~ 
elementat:Y, 1 ,ap •. JH~<ffi'm j·4ly.rof.W,1 into smaller, more manag (~ jliiitS~~ 
Dr. Willis retired just four montb,s 
after leaving his post in Chicago in 
August, 1966. In the eight years since he 
has kept extraordi.tlarUy busy as a 
consultant to school sys~ems and· 
businesses all across the country. In an 
interview with the editor of ~ 
Innovator, Dr. Willis comniented on his 
own active life since "retirenienl." 
Willis pcedicts that "the time wiU come 
when age limits will shift again," ,., 
that persons of any age can be"tree·to 
participate actively in community life 
for as long as they wish. He noted that 
he, himself, at an age long put that of 
"mandatory" retirement, bad taken a 
job as school superintendent in Florida 
during li'll and 1972. 
Dr. Willis also remarked favorably 
on the governance system in effect at 
Governors State University, 
commenting that the inclusion of 
students on governing boards is now a 
widespread practice in schools and 
colleges all across the country. 'The 
appearance of Dr. Willis at Governors 
·State was arranged by Dr. Brown, 
whose module, "Black Values in 
Urban Education" is"'designed to enable 
students to understand black values 
and their cultural influences on 
learning in elementary school pupils. 
Feedback 
To ... Many INNOVATOR surveys are still out. There is a urgent need for us~ 
have them returned. To those of you that have filled them out please put them m 
the mail. We are depending upon your response. We cannot ~Y ser:ve ~ 
readership effectively unless we are made aware ol your particular desires m 
news, comment or style. . . 
So get those fill-out forms in the mail as soon as po6Slble. 1baok you. Editor. 
.. 
... 
.. 
-Po••6 lnnovl.lfor 
Up and colnmining 
WOODWI~D AND BRASS quintets will perform in concert at Governors Slate 
University January 26. 
"The Wtndy City Woodwind Quintet" and ''The Chicago Brass Quintet" will 
appear in the performing arts music series of "discussion, performance, meet the 
artisl" at 7.30 p.m. in the GSU theater. 
Tickel information may be obtained by telephoning Marilyn Miller of the College 
of Cultural Studies at (312 ) 534-5000, extension 2458 or 2454. 
The quintets are all young professional musicians from Chicago. They have 
individually performed with the Lyric opera and the Chicago Symphony orchestra, 
and have studied at Juilliard, Eastman. and the Curtis institute. 
The woodwind quintet has performed in Chicago area schools under the auspices 
of the Illinois Arts co~cil and the National Endowment for the Arts, and has 
played in residence at the University of Wisconsin. 
Included are R. Rushford, trumpet ; D. Drews, trumpet; M. Kocher, French 
born; M. Bonecutter, trombone ; R. Rada, tuba ; D. Johnson, flute, J. Gelrich, 
oboe; G. Kalver, clarinet; L. Nash, bassoon1 and A. Crawford, French horn. 
8eg1nnings by Schapiro 
.. .. . . 
The GSU community is invited to experience BEGINNINGS, a multi-media 
program, on Sunday, January 5, 1975, at 10:15 AM at the Unitarian-Universalist 
Church in Chicago Heights. 
BEGINNINGS was created by writer-poet-actor and GSU staff member Stan 
Shapiro who was inspired by the film "Siddharta" last year. Music featured in the 
program includes selections from Heinrich Schutz' "Cantiones Sacre," and 
"Through A Looking Glass," by Eric Sa tie. BEGINNINGS has been described as a 
''person~, emotional, thought-provoking" statement. However, it has only the 
remotest relationship to Stan's poem "Mother Nature," published twice 
previously in this newspaper. 
The church is located at 15th and Scott Streets in Chicago Heights (one block east 
of Ashland and one block south of Route 30). Sunday School and a Nursery will be 
available for youngsters during the program. Although seating is available, the 
program is informal, and persons are invited to bring pillows or blankets for floor-
seating comfort if they wish. 
GSU-ers whose contributions and assistance made the program possible 
are: Joyce Measner, Trudy Loeber and Adrienne Messinghill of LRC; Pat 
Cebrzynski, Rich Cunningham, Percy Masters, Vicki Tabak, Jerry Reich and 
Richard Burd of ICC. Members of the Unitarian-Universalist church committee 
are: Judie Nash, Secretary ; Dick Humbert, Production Assistant; James Saul, 
Optics and Video; Pat Humbert, Calligrapher; and Martha lfamilton, Poster 
and Logo Design. 
Woodwindy & brassy 
A RENOWNED FLUTE SOLOIST, edUCl\tor, and clinician will ap~r in a free 
public concert at Governors State UniverSity. 
Gary Sigurdson will perform January 22 a t'V p.m. 
His extensive background as a flutist inCludes more than 200 appearances as 
soloist with orchestra -Or in recital. He has been first fiutist in the Nashville 
Symphony, Kin'Sas City Philharmonic, the Chicago Little Symphony, and the 
Royal Danish ballet. He was for six years a member ofthe Interlochen Arts quintet 
and can be beard on their records for C.R.I., Serenus and Mark Educational 
recordings. He bas recorded the flute works of Nicolas Flagello for-Serenus. 
As an educator he bas been active in various areas of research, curriculum 
design, and administration in music. He was music department bead at the 
Interlochen Arts academy as well as instructor of flute. He bas served on the 
faculties of National Music camp and the University of Missouri at Kansas City. 
A graduate of Manhattan School of Music, he has studied flute with Fred Wilkins, 
Frances Blaisdell, and William Kincaid. He holds a M.A. in educatiorial 
administration and a Ph.D. in music education from Michigan Stale University. 
Dr. Sigurdson is director of educational services for Artley, Inc., the world's 
largest manufacturer of flutes and piccolos. 
Summer life in Spain 
EACH YEAR FOR SIX WEEKS of the swnmer, a program is offered to students 
to travel and study in Spain. 
Last summer 96 students from 25 states, Cuba, Canada and Puerto Rico 
departed from Kennedy Airport and flew to Madrid. 
The group was lodged in Colegio Mayor Marques de 1a Ensenada, in the campus 
of the University of Madrid, where they lived and attended classes. 
The dormitory bad its own private pool, tennis and basket ball courts. 
Courses ranged from Elementary Spanish to Literature and Culture. 
Students toured La Mancha visiting all the interesting places related to 
Cervantes and Don Quixote. 
Sixty students made a four day tour to Santiago de Compostela and Leon. Once 
or twice a week a group trip was scheduled to visit such historical places as Valle 
de los Caidos, E1 Escorial, Segovia, Avila, Toledo, Museo del Prado, Palacio Real, 
Fabrica de Tapices etc. 
Students found that they had also more than enough time to do, see and learn 
whatever they chose. 
As part of the program, a trip was taken to Southern Spain, visiting famous cities 
as Cordoba, Se\'illa, Granada, Malap and two days were spent in the beautiful 
Torremolinos Beach, in the Mediterranean. 
The tour went through Moorish Mosques and Christian Cathedrals, Moroccan 
night clubs, flamenco dances, etc. 
• Along the road they saw a battle fortress and watchtowers that seemed to tell 
stories by themselves. 
In each city the group was accomodated in de luxe hotels as Colon in Sevilla, Luz 
Granada and Holiday Inn in Torremolinos. 
To complete the excitement of this tour, some students crossed the Strait of 
Gibraltar and spent a day in Tangier, Africa. 
When the tour was over, the group returned to Madrid for one more day where 
parties.of farewell were given and then, back home! 
i 
GSUconcert 
A FIRST 
ITS FIRST CONCERT of the year 
wiJI be performed by the Governors 
State University Music 
experience-winner of nine awards at 
the Notre Dame Jazz festival. 
" As always, the concert will be an 
exciting one, with many musical 
surprises.~· according to Dr. Warrick L. 
Carter , director a nd university 
professor of music in the College of 
Cultural Studies. 
The performance wiJI consist of 
compositions written specifically for 
the group by some of its members, 
former members, its director, and area 
arrangers/ composers. 
At the Notre Dame Jazz festival in 
1974, the Governors State University 
Music experience's nine awards were: 
outstanding combo, outstanding big 
band, outstanding reed soloist, out-
standing trumpet soloist, outstand-• 
ing trombone soloist, outstanding 
drummer, outstanding composer / ar-
ranger , honorable mention-piano, 
and honorable mention-guitar. 
The Governors State University jazz 
program bas three performing entities, 
historically known as GSU Music 
experience, GSU ensemble, and GSU 
Jazz sextet. The first two are large and 
the last is comprised of six members. 
Although the personnel in each gi'9UJ> 
have consistently changed over the past 
three years, the quality of performance 
remains high because of the national 
and inter natponal s uccess of the 
original jazz sextet. 
The public jazz concert will be 
December 18 at 7 p.m. in the GSU 
theater. Prices are adults $1.50 and 
area students, both higb school and 
college, $1. 
TO BLUE 
~e were and are all children, boys, 
gJrls, males, females, men, and 
women. Some of these stages of 
development overlap and we vacillate 
back and forth through out them all as 
we progress. -EVOLUTION IS 
REVOLUTION" 
Playwrights! Center presents four one-
act plays on the theme of alienation 
under the title , 
"WHERE &OES AN ALIEN 
GO TO REGISTER·' 
Directed by Peg Wurl 
What is alienation? How much is it a 
part of the being of each of us. The act 
of al ienating; the state of being 
alienated, the forces that act to 
alienate .. .from society from each 
other. from ones' self, from one·s own 
Ji(e. 
In a evening of four plays as 
diversified as the authors the art of 
expression through the medium of 
theater, attemps to express this illusive 
state ... For perhaps only an artistic 
expression painted in the hues of 
human emotion can approach the 
definition of this i llusive 
slate ... Alienation ... 
In a s pectrum of playwriting 
background ... 
Alice Costello ... who wrote about 
alienation through death in the last 
stage of her life. 
Oscar Griffin ... Author of a wealth of 
plays produced in Chicago including the 
award winning " Midnight Angel". 
George Dear ... whose playwriting 
career that has spanned many years. 
Ci via Cohen ... a new playwright, 
whose first work "The Elevator," was 
produced at Playwrights' Center in 
1970. 
How deeply can the state of alienation 
permeate our being ... man from his 
universe, from his environment, from 
his own happiness through lack of faith, 
trust and recognition ... and what is the 
ultimate alienation? Is it the conclusion 
of a life that has become out of touch 
with a changing , non-constant 
world. .. or finally is it death. 
"Today Is Yesterday, Tomorrow" by 
Oscar Griffin. 
"A Do-Gooders' Dilemma," by Alice 
Costello (deceased) 
"A Chair In The Street," by Civia 
Cohen 
" Pentagonal" by George Dear. 
PLAYS OPEN: Playwrights' Center, 
110 West Kinzie, Chicago; RUN: Fridays 
and Saturdays through December 28-
Curtain-8:30; RESERVATIONS: Call 
~- . 
T ICKETS : $2.50 adults / $1.50 
students and senior citizens. 
CONTACT: J acqueline MackJin-
Days 944-5500-ext. 609, Sat: 363-6749; 
Eves: 363-6749. 
Student evaluation; 
_# • ..'-"; ......... 
does lt reallv matter? 
t\,~c n:· ~ . . ...... t Dr. VU'ginio L. nUCCl, VICe prest ..... u 
of research and innovation at GSU, 
said: 
"In an attempt to ·keep the GSU 
community better informed about 
research and innovation at Governors 
State University and at other colleges 
and universities, we are initiating a 
series of seminars. 
"Speakers will discuss current 
educational trends and issues. Each 
will speak to a gathering of faculty anc 
staff and will be available for smallet 
meetings and discussions." 
Student evaluation of instruction will 
be discussed next in a speaker-seminar 
series at _Governors State University. 
From Wingate College, N.C., Dr. 
Bobbie Bell will speak on "Student 
Evaluation of Instruction-Does it Make 
a . Difference?" January 14. 
Student evaluation of instruction at 
new Governors State University is a 
part of the overall assessment and 
evaluation program. A number of 
teaching strategies and modes are 
utilized at the university, and means 
have been developed to obtain student 
feedback by three different 
instruments, each corresponding to a 
different general pattern of 
instruction: Student evaluation of 
instruction, student evaluation of self-
instructional modules, student 
evaluation of co-operative education. 
' ~--
•. ~ ~ •c.-:,.:. 
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Christmas with no clouds 
lnnovllfor 
Christ-
~· mas within 
you, 
and have a 
Happy 
New 
Year 
"But tell me, where do 
the children play?" 
The Time has come 
To lay down some words 
Which are a bitch 
Because 
The only word 
The only real word 
Is word. 
In the beginning-
Was the word 
And so on. 
Finding a Truth 
The first Truth 
Does not lead io knowing 
All Truths 
Just the Truth 
And the Truth.about words 
Is that they are not the Truth 
Except the word-word 
After aU, they say 
' 'There are no absolutes" 
<Absolutely? ) 
Words, just words. 
We discovered the quest for Truth 
Is the devastation of lies. 
No mean trick 
To see what is as it is. 
Adam&Eve 
The sky opened up 
And sent forth a multitude of birds 
Softly rustling the leaves 
Of Autumn's last breath 
As the Naked youngster 
Brushed the stone 
From his path 
On his way to school 
With a bent twig. 
His sister trailed behind, 
A tear streaking dQwn. 
T. Mandel 
Gonna talce you higher 
Paj,e7 
Sharing with 
" •''\\: ~ This is how a student lives N 1 , ... ~ ~ ~ JJ '=norfqm·~2 friends, maklnS ···--~n~ ' 
memories that last 
Ramonita Segarra 
A PUERTO RICAN CHRISTMAS is a 
very lively gathering of close friends 
and family from babies to great-
grandparents, coming from Puerto 
Rico, New York or across the street, 
carrying homemade gifts , rice 
pudding, or pasta, a Spanish rock 
candy. There is an abundance of wines 
and rum, for Christmas is a happy 
occasion, one in which families reunite 
after being spearated. 
The men, clad in suits, form groups to 
play topo, cards, or discuss the current 
coupe in South America. Most puff on 
Cuban cigars looking wise and royal. 
The women, in new dresses adorned by 
brooches, sit in the kitchen admiring 
the hostess's home, nursing babies, or 
gossiping. 
Dark curly baited little children 
scurry about squabbling, still sleepy 
eyed from restlt!IIS sleep on Christmas 
Eve. Dressed in long sleeves, bow ties, 
and new sboes, they fidget 
uncomfortably, wanting to be in tbeir 
jeans. 
My Dad, an attorney, but also a 
gourmet cook, prepared our 
Christmas dinner as I grew up. He 
made turkey, bam, potato salad, 
orange rice, gbacamole salad, and 
rolls. But what a mess he left in the 
kitchen! Every pot that could be used, 
was. However, it gave my mom a 
chance to be a hospitable hostess and 
some of my eleven brothers and sisters 
an opportunity to be dishwashers. None 
of us really minded though, because 
we'd devised a jool proof assembly line 
even though each wanted to dry. 
On Christmas Eve or Christmas Day, 
Spanish music was always heard a 
block from our house. The grownups 
would dance 'till late doing the cha-cha, 
my Dad being proud that he could 
dance 'better' than the other men. He 
used to grin a lot as be swung his hips, 
enjoying himself. I wanted to join in the 
fun but my parents kept a close eye on 
me, having grown up too soon. A 
favorite song of small children is 
" Arbolito," (Little Tree) because the 
words are simple and the rhythm is 
fast. 
After the feast and the demitasse, the 
older guests would discuss how 
Christmases used to be in old days gone 
by. Especially respected in the Puerto 
Rican culture are the senior citizens. 
On Christmas Eve they are talkative 
and tell tales of their courting days. My 
grandmother, who bas always raised 
rabbits, ducks or chickens, had the 
most humorous tales of all. However, 
sbe would remind some of ber 
grandchildren how mischievous we'd 
been at times, embarrassing us. 
The last of the festivities end with 
Three King's Day, the sixth of January. 
On the 5th children put grass or bay in 
an old shoe box under their beds for the 
King's camels. The Kings arrive 
leaving small presents of fruit. Then 
the family spends the rest of the day 
with close family sipping eggnog, 
dancing, or playing cards. Every 
Christmas is a special one for Puerto 
Ricans because it is a time of sharing 
whatever we have with each other. Be it 
.happiness or sadness, a tear or a smile. 
Imagine yourself a prophet. Look forward to days of repeated proximity with 
chance and fate as a kind lady. 
Her shape you can readily understand. lt is the earth of calm current that fills 
men's souls with the ability to forgive. One no longer worries about what the future 
wilJ bring when one sees problems parted like a veil; especially to gaze on the 
countenance of fair and innocent beauty. She makes for me a bed to lie in, for there 
is no way around the fact that wherever I'm going, I've already been there. Now is 
more real than never. 
Or take the concept of shelter. Outline the bare necessities (as to what 'shelter' 
is>; poke holes to allow the passage of air ; then let this leap of self-sufficient 
survival grow into a more real sounder structure. 
Being prepared for the future-is no more than the concept of creating space; 
Space to liandle the unexpected or even the unwanted. When your hands are full , a 
sudden need to use one of them usually results in a disastrous toppling of aU order. 
When there is space, there is an ability to receive even the worst calamity. 
Because I have one hand free, the other can clap, you see! 
So what does a man need to know? 
He needs to know first, if there is room for reception. Can his head (psyche-body-
person) contain more? Is there room to receive the unexpected or unwanted? 
On the basis of much of what I see, I can't be sure that anyone is telling anyone 
anything they haven't already heard before. Here lies the bitter contradiction of 
Western man. Life is changing and I'm sure history is the best recorder of offenses 
in this regard as almost every major breakthrough in any scientific or artistic 
endeavor in the last few generations has been met with initial skepticism. Why do 
we refuse to believe that if our models are changing, why aren't our methods, also? 
It is time to transcend these initial barriers to evolution-evolution as tbe 
cumulative change of being into being (what it is). 
There is no disorder bere. It is a reality-based description ofwealtb. Imagine 
yourself a profit, an asset to the cause of human evolution. Let th~ image of bad 
luck give way to unerring fortunes of life's siren song. 
The thieves may plunder and the politicians plod, but spend your days knowing 
that the universe is ours-until death do us part. 
'Ibis is bow a student must live. Because even before he knows the sweet release 
from school's charming womb, the student is a man of dreams wbo knows the 
vengence of a world 'untimely ripped' from heaven's bountious breast. 
Here the street's sweat with man's daily toil. Here will be the text of education's 
final answer. Here w:iU be the proving ground for trut1r-a tested, gnarled, 
weathered truth that is for real. 
This is bow a student lives. High on the fact that change and chance are not ooly 
inevitable, but also a very good bet. 
r.:~ 
'* 
the prophet is flogged to find 
the profit is Oawed to mind's 
so aware that the answer is kind 
to those who dare follow the blind 
jMI( 
.!:;) . 
~ 
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Yesterday's news today 
BOG faculty. votes for 
collective bargaining 
cashes their rent check. Thus, the once 
talk with any of you· concerning the illegal sublet becomes legal. 
union, its purpose, the meaning of Eviction procedures are very 
collective bargaining and related specific. If a tenant is thrown out of his 
issues, and hope that all faculty apartment, he should check the eviction 
members will feel free to call on· me. It laws in his city. A ten day written notice 
is vital that there be enough input from of eviction and a court trial are often 
the · whole faculty so that we can be required. If the landlord ignores legal 
On Thursday, Nov. 14, the GSU which time the subject will be truly representative." She is requirements, the eviction is illegal. 
Federation of Teachers Local of the discussed. distributing a questionnaire to GSU A lockout without a court eviction is 
American Federation of Teachers held _ It has not yet been determined what faculty to determine what are the also illegal. By attaching a foreign lock 
its charter meeting and eleC!ted Dr. group will serve as the bargruning prioritiesonissuesonthelocalcampus. to a tenant's door, the landlord has 
Suzanne Prescott of lfl.D as their agent for the teachers once they win the denied the tenant access to tiis property 
President. right to negotiate as a group., but Dr. • People • without due process of law. 
Recently the faculty of all fi'le BOG Prescott expresses the hope that by • The tenant can then break or slip the 
campuses voted overwhelmingly in May of '75 the faculties will vote to • lock, free from prosecution for 
favor of collec~ive bargaining. There decide who will represent them, and as 0. n the m. ove breaking into his own apartment. The were 120 ballots distributed on this president of the AFT Local, she is tenant can be prosecuted, however, for 
issue, and of the 91 that were returned outspoken about her own preference. slugging the landlord if the landlord 
75 favored collective bargaining and Sbesays: "I am verybappytohave the <CPS) -Sneaking out of a lease is discovers the break-in and tries to stop 
16 opposed. chance to serve faculty interests as the tricky. The only legal method · is to it. 
So far, the administration, composed president of a teachers' union local, for sublet. When subletting, the tenant If events haven't reached a crisis; the 
of the Board of Governors and the I believe that winning a collective ·rents his apartment to someone else. lease-breaking or eviction stage, and 
Board of Higher Education, has nOt bargaining agreement is our only His right to sublet depends on the tenant simply wants to move out 
permitted the faculties to bargain possible answer to the pPOblems facing permission from his landlord. when his lease is up, a written notice to 
collectively , claiming that the us.Iamhappy,also,tohavethechance Even if the landlord refuses the the landlord is advisable. Notice 
legislature does not expressly allow to build our union at GSU into a large, tenant can get around this. ri the requirements differ in each state. If not 
that right. On January 9th, the Board of representative and effective subtenants move in and pay rent, the given, the tenant can be held 
Governors is meeting here at GSU at organization which will serve the entire landlord is presumed to have approved responsible for the rent even after he 
' GSU faculty . I will be most happy to the unauthorized sublet as soon as he has moved out. 
- ·-
• FOR SALE: Fisher skis. Hot waxed 
and ready to go. Tyrolia bindings. Us,ed 
one season. Excellent condition. Call 
312·389-1663. Ask for Greg. 
• • • 
FOR SALE: Fiat parts, crommodora 
wheels, Xas tires (5) , Koni shocks, 
tools, manuals etc. 798-7623. 
• • • 
FOR ~ALE: .,68 Olds-442. Runs 
. "' .. great-~ mechantc s car. Power 
steerin~d windows, air conditioning, 
... . autom"{ic, trans. $600. Call Bill after 5 
P .M. 968-1406. 
• •• 
NOW ON SALE AT GSU BOOKSTORE 
OR DIRECT FROM POET: Book of 
poems written by GSU student. For 
autographed copy, ealJ Ramo nita 
Sagarra on ext. 2353. $1.75 to students, 
$2.00 per copy to staff. 
. . ... 
HOUSE FOR SALE: Completely 
redecorated Town House. 4 br., 2-1/ 2 
baths. Asking $35,900. 929 White Oak 
Lane, I!Wk Forest Souih. Call Mrs. .Josep~: .athey . Days 727-6534. 
Evenin 34-0785. o ~ 
~~ . ._. 
For Sale 
Jtft Vega Hatchback, Radio, Auto. 
Trus., Low Mileage. ,1,$00.~. CaD 
Ray 187~ZZ53. 
MUST SELL: ~m home iD 
Olympia Hllhb•ds see&Joa of adeago 
Heights. 1-1/ ~ baths., air coaclltloDtng, 
fenced iD yard, fDntace aiKI drlvewaf. 
......... -IN MapJe Drive, Chicago 
Heights._ 7SW331. 
For sa~ Large bea•W.. exeeuUve· 
•es~~ ...... x ,. .. - tte. saov~ .... '*'•· 
.clalld'a ear seat. like new. t7; t.eaater 
h. c.JI exten.slcia Z2l3 or bome- 748-
1820. 0 
Sbare a House 
In Homewood for male student. (%). 
ReaSObable rate. Contact Joe- Brem-
mon HW Work study student. 
Free, Free, Free 
One, possibly two cats, to a ~ home. 
Jim 672-8355. 
Junk cars towed away free!! 
Nancy Bresnyan, 11028 So. Mansfield, 
Chicago Ridge; Ulinois. 
Reward! Reward!! Rewa.rd!!! 
For a lost small, grey, shaggy poodle. 
She answers to the name of "Roach". 
Tbereis a tag on her black collar. H you 
have seen her please contact Art Fisher 
at (312) 7~7127. -
HELP! 
l need a good used classical or steel 
8!Jitar for a beginner. Can spend up to 
. r"l75.00. CaR Paul Parker at 799-2236 or 
,....:" drop a line in HLD mailbox #594, or see 
me in the theatre on Tues. & 1bunt. 
mornings. 
• 
WANTED: 'Mature and responsible 
individual or couple to live· in our house 
from December '1:1 through March 2. We 
will give you our bouse and facilities; 
you give us the care of the house, a few 
plants, our cat, dog and 16-year old son 
who goes to school and works 3 or 4 
evenings a week. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. 
Located in Park Forest 10 minutes from 
GSU. Call 748-7355. 
For Sale 
O~X Chess Set. Bought in Mexico. 
Figures & ~ard~ ,$8, .reply to mailbox 
U3, BPS. Comparalile to t120 value. 
1986 Ford LTD. -~.00 or best offer. 
747-178.1 after 5:80 p.m. (,Jtome) or 
extensioa Z324. 
Wanted: A desk. can XZ%13/ home 748-
tszt. 
Graduate atudent seeks 
house/ apartmeat to share, vk:bdty of 
GSU. Coatact Jolin Flowen extension 
2315. 7u..s3. 
Ride Needed· 
At to:ao p.m. to 7tii & ~Y lslalld eaa 
Moodays and Thursday. wm eontribute 
towards gas. Leave message at the 
lnnovater. 
Clarinet, excellent condition, •160. 
Reply to BPS box 1847. lnclJJde mailiag 
address. and phone numbel· to arrange a 
contact day. 
Attention art students. Model for hire. 
Call Leslie, evenings, 747.ot90 . . 
Wanted 
Luggage rack or car-top carrier for VW 
Beetle. Can '1.48-9%37. . 
For Sale 
One Volkswagog sld rack. Lock and 
keys. $10.00 or best offer. can Leo Ann 
at (312) 349-6966. 
Wanted 
Riders froB! Melrose Park; Tues., 
Thurs., days. Call C. Bonus at (312) :ws-
9525. 
For Sale 
1970 Mav~rick, ExceUent condition. 2 
Dr.-6 cyl. Auto. tnms.- radio, htr. -
whitewaUs, 2 studded.snow fires, Coral 
r~. $1200.00. Call 389-2257 or use BPS 
mailbox 767 . 
1968 Ford Station Wagoa; New brakes, 
new exhaust, new carburetor, good 
second car. •358. 754-7113 (days>. 
Know anybody who has any furniture 
they would like to get rid of-older type 
furniture preferred. · Please contact 
Audrey 534-5000 ext. 2394. 
LOST ON GSU SITE: White Alaskan 
Malamute, 4 1/ 2 years old, weight at 75 
lbs. No collar. A reward is being of-
fered. If you have seen it please con-
tact President Engbretson. 
••• 
FOR SALE: Women's clothes size 12. 
Three boxes: 2 wool, $35 each box, 1 
polyester $25. Original value over $200 
· each box. Also green antiqued chest 
and lamp table, flO for both. Call si5-
469-3531 or Box 501, BPS. 
* •• 
WANTED: Graduate Student, 
Acc~unting Background to assist Dean 
of College of Cultural stucUes. Hours t-
Il per week. Plea-se contact GSU. 
Extension 2441. 
IH7 VW, clean well maintamed. 45,800 
JDlles. 30 miles per gallon. f750.ee. 
Super car. 534-0384. 
For Sale 
%children's bouncing spring bonet 
large slze.,fl5.80 
regular sfae.flt.oO . 
also 
llftle Jlrl's elothJng-sbes z-s 
pboae 748-3111 
Raom_ for reat 
S&eger, II. 75W%18 
104 w. 34t.b (Siegel' rd.) 
FOR SALE: ltn Mereury ~Dis · 
Brougham. Filii powel' tneludlq FM 
a&ereo -m.d endse CG1dr111· Low lalleage -
and perfect eoadltloa. For •ore 
lnfwmat.._, eall: su.ez31 after l:lt 
p.m. 
I'm looking for a rOom-mate or wUUng 
to abare Apt/ house. Raman K. Patel 
(male) (31Z.) 345--t&G7. 
• •• 
Wanted-16" or larger black and white 
T.V: Call John Hemz, GSU ext. 2i26. 
••• 
Wanted-1964-416 Ford EconoUne Van, 
does not necessarily have to run. Becky 
KeUer 48t-ti79 or ICC. 
••• 
MGB For Sale 
1970 MCG n!!w top, .New tires, new 
clutch, AM/ FM radio, tape. $1.200. If 
interested, leave name and phone 
number in BP.S box #413. 
For sale or trade: 
.1971 VW camper-sink, icebox. Pen-
thouse bed, tent, etc. Sleeps 2· adults 
-and 4 cbUdreo--more with tent at-
tached. $2.500.00 or trade for station 
wagon of equal value. Call .Ray 687-2253. 
FO~ SALE. Coleman ca ng 
equtpment, oasis tent, stove, ovens 
laterns, jug, cooler, heater, never used. 
798-7623. 
• • • 
FOR SALE : 1970 VW Camper. 
Excellent condition. Low miles. 
Contact 783-()770. 
• • • 
MUST SELL : Twin or double 
bedframe, $3. &-year crib, $5. 2 twin 
headboards Free. Bouncing spring 
llorse, $5. Call 754-3331. 
••• 
FO~ S~: ;72- Dodge Colt. 2~ .• 
rad1o, sttck, 50,000-mi. warranty 
21 ,000-mi., $1600 or best offer. Call ext: 
2498 or 747-()620. 
••• 
WANTED: Sponsor for Women's 
Bowling Team. Richton Park .BowUng 
Lanes, Monday Nights ~ t:30p Sponsor 
fee •15 plus ·shirts. Exeellent bowlen. 
CaU extension .%461. 8:38 - 5:11. Good 
opportunity for pubUetty. 
WORK WANTED: 
· WW Babysit whUe year In class ln 
exchange for free room and board. can 
3354%118 or calllanovat.r. 
Need ride to 71th II S&oay lslaad 
,MOIUiay aad ·Tban4ay at lt:31 caD 
lllnentor; tlley wUJ centact Virglld.a "&. 
Cnm. WiD help with gas, 
HELP! I need a good ued clauical « 
0 
steel guitar for a a.e,tnaer-. ea. spetul 
up to flS. Call Pul Parke!' .at 7..m& 
01' drop line In HLD maU box 15M or 
see me iD tlleatre Tuesday or Tlulrsciay 
·moraing. 
.FOR SALE: 
Dlam~d engagement ring. AppralsaJ 
with ring. See Barbara PureeD ia Vlce 
Pres.id.ent For AC.denilc Affaln Office, 
3rd ftOQr. , 
1967 VW Squareback. Rebuilt engine. 
Good condition, reasonable price. 
Con~ct Faruk Gani, 7SS..I8l. 
1968 Vol.kswagen. Sunroof, radio, 
several new things, snow tires. Call 748-
4506. 
"Skiers" for sale 1 ·volkswagen ski 
rack: lock & keys $10 or offer. Call Lea 
A!m 312-349-G96& 
Calculator for sale· $20. See Cashier 
after 2:00 In The Cafeteria. 
Stove for sale: small apartment she -gas 
stove, good condition $20. CaD Buffy at 
335-3298 or 534-5000 <GSU), ext. Z3SS-7. 
\ 
f 
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23% increase In benefits 
Vet bill a good.bet • 
New Vetera n's educational benefits, affecting almost 11 million Vietnam and 
Korea veterans nationwide, will get to GSU vets in about 15 days, according to 
Veterans Adminis tration officials. 
"About half (500) of the near 1,000 veterans attending Governors State 
University will benefit from the new Veterans aid package" estimated VA 
representative, John Heinze. 
The bill allows for nine additional months of undergraduate training and a 
23% increase in monthly educational assistance payments. · 
Higher payments are retroactive to September 1974. 
The first regular check, with the increase, will go out January 1, said VA 
officials. 
Additionally, a $600-a-year loan program will begin after New Years day. 
Leo Kelly, GSU's Vet Coordinato~. said" the present $250 veterans work/ study 
package for students working here, "will double" because of the increase. 
Benefits, for a single veteran, increase from S220 to $270, for a vet with one 
dependent from $261 to $321 and from $298 to $336 for a veteran with two 
dependents. For vets with more than two dependents the rate jumps from $18 to 
$22. 
Free t utoring for ve ts 
<CPS>- If any of the 727,000 veterans and servicemen enrolled in GI Bill college 
courses need tutorial help, the Veterans Administration (VA) will pay for it. 
Under a new program not available under the World Warn and Korean GI Bills, 
VA pay costs of tutoring, not to exceed $50 in any given month, up tO a maximum of 
$450 per year. The benefit is not charged against the veteran's basic educational 
entitlement. 
Any veteran who is a high school graduate is eligible if he attends college half-
time (3 units per session at GSU) or more and bas a deficiency in subject required 
in an approved program of education. . . . 
In order to get money for tutorial assistance, the agency adVISes ehg1ble 
veterans to complete a VA application and have it certified by the school. 
Applications should be sent within a year of the tuto~g to the VA regional office 
which has the veteran's claim folder . , 
Since it became available in March 1970, 48,000 trainees nave received tutorial 
assistance at a cost of $4.7 million. 
Viet vets get Insurance break 
(CPS) -Good news for veterans: Some 2.7 million Viebtam-era veterans are 
eligible for a new low cost Veterans Group Life Insurance program which offers as 
much as $200,000 coverage for only $3.40 per month. 
The non-renewable, five year term insurance is available to veterans discharged 
from military service since April 2, 1970. 
The new Veterans Administration-supervised program. authorized under the 
Veterans Insurance Act, also offers coverage in amounts of $5000, $10,000 and 
$15,000. 
Rates for the maximum $20,000 coverage is $3.40 per month for veterans aged 34 
and under, and$6.80 for those35andolder. 
Application forms for veterans discharged prior to August 1, 1974, are available 
from VA offices or from the Office of Servicemen's Group Life Insurance, 212 
Washington St., Newark, NJ 07102. 
Servicemen discharged after August 1 will receive application forms 
automatically. 
Personnel leaving active duty are permitted 120 premium-free days to convert 
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance to Veterans Group Life Insurance without a 
medical checkup. 
Applicants must apply before August 1, 1975 and furnis h evidence of good health . 
Attention veterans 
If you have any questions about your certificatiop at Governors State University, 
please contact Leo Kelly in the Veterans Office in the Financial Aids area. If he 
cannot solve your problem, he will contact the Veterans Administration. 
Please note also that all veterans must appear during one of the designated fee 
payment days for the March/ April Session to insure continued receiving of the GI 
benefits-. All questions concerning this and other matters relating to veterans 
benefits should be directed to Leo Kelly, 534-5000, ext. 2157, or stop by the office 
between 9 and 5, Monday through Friday. 
• 
Volunteers needed for Big Brot her Program 
THE RICH TOWNSHIP Youth Commission is seeking volunteers for its" Big 
Brother Program. Big Brothers are adult male volunteers who spend time with 
boys who have no fathers. Anyone interested in being a Big Brother or who knows 
somebody who might be is asked to write Michael Duck, Executive Director of the 
R.T.Y.C. 22009 Governors Highway. Richton Park, Ulinois 60471. He can also be 
contacted by phone at 748-5264. 
We need you 
if you can 
write a story 
shoot photographs 
sell ads 
type 
wield an exacto 
write heads 
do layout 
We want your. 
• • • 
• • 
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In return we offer 
the chance to ~ . G ib·~ 
; , ' . .. 
. .. 
learn write 
sha_re take 
. ,. ... 
care 
do 
We don /t care • 
about your race 
creed/ national origin 
or sexual orientations . 
If you have something 
to share then so do we. 
join us. Become one with us. 
We welcome you as an equal 
in the sense that like us you 
too have something to give. 
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Forms thot are om poverty. 
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The wonder of Westhaven 
A~other look -
at lNhat is 
By Ton) Wardynsld 
l67th street East of Route45 ISn't much to look at. On 
the north side is prairie not unlike that to the west of 
Westhaven. On the south side is one of the two housing 
developments comprising the village. They're not 
unattractive houses and they appear to be well 
maintained. 
The street itself is narrow, terminating in a dirt road 
through the prairie/ swamp/ geographic town center. 
But on the side with the houses is a small, 
rectangular, black and white sign that explains why 
the houses are well maintained. It reads: "We l-ove our 
children. Don't you?" 
That's what Westhaven is all about. People reaching 
out for a future for themselves and for their children. 
That's why they came out here; many investing all the 
money they had. 
They came to a place where the villa2e hall bas the 
appearance of a prefabricated shack: To a part of Will 
County speckled with farms that scream poverty : To a 
place hemmed in by wealthier Orland and Tinley 
Parks. 
It 's easy to pass right by the town's nerve . center/ 
village hall/ police headquarters. The speed limit past 
this complex is 45 m.p.h. But you can't miss the water 
tank towering over the village. Like the sign that. too is 
white with black letters. It reads : "Citizens Utility 
Co. of Westhaven. " And that, too, says a lot. It says for 
all the world to see that Westhaven belongs to its 
citizens. And it does, even though many might not want 
to admit that. The irony in that is that like the village 
itself, the future of Westhaven is in the hands of its 
citizens. All 1,340 of them. They need encouragement, 
leadership and unity. Most of all they need to get 
involved. 
And when I saw that sign I knew they had the 
potential to do just that. Sometimes it's better to go out 
in a blaze of glory and to have made an attempt at 
survival then to be snuffed out like a faltering candle. 
That si_gn may be the spark that iJZnites the 
conflagration. The commitment to the idea behind 
that sign may feed the flame as wax feeds that of a 
candle. And if this story helps do that then I will have 
affirmatively answered the question on that sign .... 
Wilh something that goes beyond mere. words . 
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- All GSUers are invited to a PARTY given 
by the H~liday Festivities Group. Featuring the 
lively sounds of "N~bula" and the comedy of 
"Pit~ und Zits." , ~ ~ 
I \ • 
E.A.S. Commons, Governors State University · 
Saturday, December 21, 1974 B.OOp.m. 'til ? 
' . 
~~Want to help' a ·hungry person? Bring a can 
, 
of Jood to help world h-unger in our locality. 
litnovotor PogeJ2 
Cooperat_ive Education as it 
relates to your situat ion 
CO-OP CODE 
Here's bow to read the Magic 
Numbers appearing at the end of each 
.Job Description. 
N 
JOB 
BC 
MONTH (November) 
JOB I.D. II (12) 
COORDINATOR (Burt 
Collins) 
Now that you kirow how to read the 
Magic Numbers, here's what you do 
next. Cut out the job description and 
take it to the coordinator responsible 
for that position. 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION_ . 
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE 
NUMBERS 
Central Phone Room 
BC-Burt Collins ?1~ 2163 D-1205 
BPS 
RK-RobertKelley 'JZ76/ 2277 D-3324 
MR-Marshal1Reavis'JZ76/ 2'D7 D-332& 
ES-Eiaine Strauss 2164/ 2163 D-1206 
CCS. 
TH-Tom Haugsby 2459 .B-2314 
EAS 
LF -Leon Fennoy 2494 A-1120 
RH-Russell Hollister 2489 A-1121 
JW-Jack Wysong 2493 A-1122 
HLD 
TD-T.omDeem 2212 C-3608 
CT--Carolyn 'falbott 2359 C"3607 
FELLOWSHIP 
The National Fellowships Fund of the 
Council of Southern Universities, 
operating under a grant from the Ford 
Foundation is offering a limited 
number of Graduate Fellowships to 
Black, Mexican and Native Americans 
who intend to pursue post-
baccalaureate professional degrees 
such as-M.D., J.D. or Masters and/ or 
Doctoral degrees in Business--Ad-
ministration, Education, Library 
Science, Public Administration, Public 
Health or Urban Affairs and Planning .. 
The Awards are for one year but are 
renewable if the student maintains -
satisfactory progress. The deadline for 
supmitti~g applications is January 5th 
~975. For further information see Burt 
Collins. 
D-2-MR 
Need individual with accounting 
background or general bookkeeping in 
transportation area. Starting wage 
$31 hr. Hours, days can be arranged to 
fit individual's needs. 
N-38.-TH 
Placement/ Development counselor. 
Develop College work/ study assign-
ments in public or private non-for-profit 
agencies. Interview prospective 
student workers, referring people to 
developed ·assignments , prepare 
payroll information, etc. Expected to 
be available up to 40 brs per week when 
classes aren't in session, 15-20 hrs 
during school. 
N-3!}-TH 
South Suburban Agency needs two 
typists and some counselors in drug 
abuse. Prefer females and a knowledge 
of drugs desired. Work/ study students. 
N-40-TH 
Administrative Assistant to Police 
Chie~. Two/ Three days week. Must 
have dealt with people in conflict. 
Background in SociolQgy, Psychology, 
Political Science. Work/ study 
students. 
N-42-SC 
.Substitute mother, while mother is ill. 
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Help with 2 teenage 
girls. Light bousewo:rk, help pick out 
clothes, cook (1 meal a day), be able to 
drive. 
N-l:t-TH 
Opporttulity to work in Graphic Arts 
or vide<> and audio division of an 
organization. Need someone with 
major exposure to either of these fields. 
N-44-TH 
Opportunity to work in an academic 
library in Chicago area. Variety of 
duties including cataloging, shelving, 
and desk work. 
N-1-TH 
Word/ Study students, possibly 
others. Work as recreation 
programers, social workers, detached 
workers/ community organizers in 
alternative after-care program Jor 
adjudicated delinquents, caseload of 5. 
Or area of problems of tenants rights in 
Chicago (public housing projects). 
N-2-TH 
Student in classified ad dept. of a 
major Chicago newspaper. Typing 
skills are necessary. Responsible for 
client relationship & ad layout. 
$3.50/ hr. Flexible working basis. 
Opportunities for students to work as 
copy runner. 
N-3-TH 
Will County community wishes a 
student with a background in English, 
Municipal Government, or Journalism, 
to write 'stringers' for area newspaper. 
Articles will be bylines & pay $12.50 per 
article. 
N-4-TH 
Possible opening for graphics art 
student in ad agency in the south 
suburb;m area. Pay $400-$500/ month. 
At least four month, full-time com-
mitment is necessary. Begin JF I 75 
session. 
N-5-TH 
Work/ Study student in grass roots. 
community orgaqizing activity. Op-
J>Ortunity available in South Suburban 
area. 
N-6-TH 
N .E. Illinois area junior college needs 
person on full-time basis in job & career 
development program with focus Oil 
assisqngw<>men, particularly minority 
~omen. Student or permanent em-
ployee will enter with instructors rank 
and salary. Will be expected to develop 
jobs with external employers) some 
opportunity for job counseling with 
clients at community college level. 
N-7-TH 
Work/ Study student to work in "Job 
Batik Program" in very iow income 
minority community in South Suburb. 
Opportunity to develop interviewing 
skills with clients & employers. 
Primary responsibility on maintaining 
records af applicants f{)r jobs & counsel 
them on skill identification and pre-
employment preparation. Position for. 
- ene stuaent left. 
N-8-TH 
Part-time, weekend recreation work 
with South Suburban Village. Friday & 
Satur<;iay, 7-11, with junior htgh school 
age ·swdents. Opportunity for coun-
seling & group activity. Primary 
responsib1liiy in coordinating 
recreational activities. 
N-12-TD 
Tutors needed in Communications 
(Reacting, Writing), English, Math, 
Science , Business, and Natural 
Science. Need to have completed 60 
semester hrs oi'90 quarter hrs, C plus 
average. Major in English, Reading, 
Math, or Natural Science. Able to work 
comfortably & .effectively with 
minority population and function In-
dependen tly. Business Major , 
Wor~/ Study. 
N-17-BC: 
Please be advised that the U.S. Office 
of Education has signed a contractual 
agreement with GSU on September 19, 
1974, to hire three (3) students to fill 
Cooperative EducCitJon work assign-
ments in Washing ton, DC. The 
agreement indicates that students 
filling these positions will be from the 
following academic disciplines : 
Education ; Busines:s Educat ion; 
Journalism; Eng.lish; Accounting; 
History; and Psychology. Students 
classified as Juniors will be paid at the 
rate of GS 4 and Seniors at GS 5. 
.N-18-RK 
Two operations Clerks needed. Work 
in data -processing & handling various 
accounts. Duties include sorting of -
checks, being able to operate the 
key I punch machine, and keep track of 
individual accounts. Salary $2.5C/ hour, 
some night shift hours. 
D-3-BC 
Summer Jobs in Europe 1975 booldet 
is now in at the main Co-op office. See 
Sandy Conely or Burt Collins for more 
informa-tfon. 
D-4-BC 
Position open for Prison Food 
Supervisor 1. Pay Grade 11. $744 - 997 
per month. Requires two yeaTs of ex-
perience in one of the following: 
steward in a large-scale food 
preparation, butcher in meat supply 
house, or baker in quantity baking 
operation. 
D-5-BC 
Wisconsin State Civil Service 
Vacancy Bulletin is now in at the main 
Co-Op office. See Burt Collins or Sandy 
Conely for more information. 
D-6-BC 
Alumni Affairs Coordinator to 
assume responsibility within the SUNY 
central administration for assisting 
emerging campus alumni programs 
and serving as liaison witti multi-
campus system's Confederation of 
Alumni Associations. ~uccessful ex-
perience in all aspects of alumni 
programming essential. Com-
munication skills necessary. Located in 
New York. 
D-7-BC 
Assistant Director, University 
Relations. Capable, experienced persen 
to assume responsibility of providing 
pr.omotional copywritlng for major 
publications and advertising programs. 
Candidates should possess a bachelor's 
degree and at least 3 years of 
professional experience. Experience in 
Higher education is desirable. Located 
in Iowa. 
D-8-BC 
Journalism Department Chair-
manship beginning 1975/ 76 academic 
year. Help develop and teach courses in 
undergraduate radio-tv journalism 
sequence plus . usual administrative 
responsibilities for dept. with 5 full time 
and 7 part-time members. 3 years 
University teaching experience, 3 years 
professional experience in radio-tv & 
_public affairs. Ph.D. or equivalent. 
Application deadline 1/ 10/ 75. Located 
in Rhode Island. 
D-'9-BC 
Vice President, University Relations. 
Plan, organize and direct all programs 
devoted to oBtaining gifts for Univer-
sity; oversee alumni & public in-
formation programs. Work with 
President and Board of Trustees as well 
as University relations staff. Located in 
California. 
D-10-BC 
News Writer. Write news & feature 
stories for weekly oouse organ and off-
campus releases: Degree & two y-ears 
experience required. Located in 
Virgini;:~. 
D-11-BC 
Coordinator , Alumni Ser-
vices/ Administrative Assistant for 
aiumni programs. Communication 
skills essential; writing, editing, 
photography, and publications 
production experience necessary; 
ability to work well with volunteers 
required. Bachelors degree & 
minimum of two years experience. 
Located in California. 
D-12-BC 
Director of Foundation and Govern-
ment Resources. Needed to direct 
program -af g6vernment/ foundation 
fund raising. ·BA required, MA 
preferred. Two years successful record. 
in this area of fund rrusing. Located in 
Ohio. 
D·l3-BC 
Director of Public Relations. Needed 
to plan, execute and manage public 
relations program involving full range 
of PR functions, including news b.ureau, 
media relations, publications and in-
stitutional promotion. Writing skills 
essential. Journalistic or pu_blic 
relations writing experience preferred, 
college PR experience a plus , 
familiarity with graphics and layout 
helpful. Located in metropolitan Cin-
cinnati area. 
CONFERENCES 
l. American Marketing ~ociation, 
Chicago Chapter, yearly conference on 
March 19, 20 & 21, 1975 at the Sheraton-
Chicago Hotel on North Michigan Ave. 
Personnel Managers from a variety of 
companies will be interviewing 
graduating Sef!iors for jobs. For more 
information, see Burt Collins in Room 
Dl204. 
N-19-RK 
Data Process Trainee needed. No 
experience necessary, will be trained. 
Duties include typing, key-punch 
machine, computer machine. Salary is 
$2.50/ hour for a 20 hour week. The 
applicant that is sufficiently. interested 
may have salary increased & ad-
ditional on the job training.. -
N-21-RK 
Editing Specialist needed. Good 
command of EnglisH necessary, 
organization and be able to edit a 
variety of computer runs. Knowledge of 
computer -operation is not~ essential. 
$3.00/ hour for up to a 40 hour week. Co-
op placement of 4 to 6 months. 
N-22-RK 
Production Control · Clerk wanted. 
Expected to make an inventory of raw 
materials unloaded directly from trains 
or trucks into plant. Keep brief records. 
$3.15/ hour. Day, evening, and late 
evening sh.ilts. Initially for 60 to 120 
days. Sho~d be dependable & basic 
knowledge of math. 
N-27-TD 
Tutors needed. $3/ hr. 15-25 hours per 
week, anticipate a permanent _part-
time basis. Have at least a IS' average 
in nine to twelve credit hours per 
academic area. Located ~ Chicago 
area college. Math or reading tutor. 
This is our third time around and 
things are beginning to look up. Glad to 
see all gf you who have stopped in and 
we look forward to seeing more of you 
after we go to press - it:S goo<i for our 
image.! 
This article will not be about Go-op 
per se, but rather to give you the good 
news. Two GSU students .have applied, 
to date, for the Co-op positions with the 
Department of Health,_ Education and 
Welfare CN-17-BC) in Washington, D.C. 
We just got word Friday, December 6, · 
- that both Mike Skyer, BPS, and Tom 
Novak; BPS, have been accepted for 
the positions and will be receiving 
the official notification within the n~xt 
few days. : 
Mike will be leaving the first of 
January for six months in beautiful 
Washington, D.C. to work in the 
Department of P~rsonnel Training, 
Recruitment and Placement. Tom's 
date of departure is -not set as yet, but 
he will also be spending six months in 
Washington. Tom will be employed jn 
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
or Higher Edu~tion. Otber G.S.U. 
students will hopefully follow Mike and 
Tom m various other positions at the 
Office of Education. 
Further news iS as follows, F~deral 
agencies report that 1974 hiring levels 
will be maintained with a few ex-
ceptions and 1974 was a good year for 
hiring recent college graduates. In 1974, 
more than 12,000 Liberal Arts and 
generalists candidates were hired 
under the Federal Service Entrance 
Examinations. This represents an in-
crease of 20% over 1973. The total hired 
for all recent grads in 1S74 was 22,600 
over- 18,600 in 1973. The total hired for 
all recent grads in 19'74 was 22,600 over 
18,600 in 1973. The projection for 1975 is 
23,300. For further informa t ion 
regarding federal job exams, etc., 
please see Burt Collins in the Main Co-
op Office. 
Well, that's it for this issue. Don't 
forget Co-op is here for the experience. 
Please stop in and check it out with 
your College Coordinator. 
